Villa Tugendhat in Brno – Czech Republic, 1928, arch. Ludwig Mies van der Rohe.
Credit: J. Stubbs, New York


Club of the textile workers in Rostokino near Moscow, 1927–29, arch. L. A. Vesnin. Credit: I. Chepkunova, Moscow

Metal workers club in Kashira near Moscow. 1929–30, arch. unknown. Current condition. Credit: I. Chepkunova, Moscow
Gosprom House of the State Industry in
Kharkov/Ukraine, 1925–35, arch. S. Serafimov,
Credit: A. Bouryak, Kharkov

Watertower in Vyks in the Nizhnij Novgorod region. Present condition. Credit: S. Zelenova, Nizhny Novgorod

Credit: Bauhaus Dessau Foundation. Photo: H. W. Kunze


MONO school (MONO = Moscow department for education), Moscow, 1929, arch. L. Fedorov, M. Motylov. The important prototype for schoolbuildings of the 1930s in Moscow was completely destroyed during reconstruction works in 2006. Credit: A. Zalivako, Berlin
Dormitory of the former “Krasnaya Professura”-Institute on Pirogovskaya street, Moscow, 1925–28, arch. I. Osipov. It has been decided to demolish the complex. Condition in 2006. Credit: A. Zalivako, Berlin